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INTRODUCTION
Unobtrusive, ambulatory and accurate measurement of
human posture is important in several fields including:
gaming industry, rehabilitation and sports. Traditional
infrared camera systems are accurate, but not
ambulatory. Recent improvements in inertial sensing
resulted in accurate and ambulatory systems, but these
suffer from long calibration times and comparatively
obtrusive sensors. We propose a high density mesh of
sensors, integrated in clothing and measuring inter-nodal
distances, which combines the advantages of optical and
inertial-based systems. To achieve this, the following
questions need answering:
How can a surface mesh of which only edge lengths
are known be converted into a 3D surface model
that represents the human body?
Which fabric-integrated sensor technology is best
suited for determining inter-nodal distances?
How can distances be digitized and processed most
accurately and efficiently?

A high density mesh in which inter-nodel distances are measured and communicated
between sensor nodes to obtain a dynamic surface model of the human body
CONSTRUCTION OF SURFACE MODEL

HIGH DENSITY SENSOR MESH

MEASUREMENT METHODS

Data set (1) provides information to (1) {A, L1, L2, L3}
construct surface mesh (2).
{B, L1, L2, L3}
{C, L1, L2, L3}
Alphabetic characters: IDs for groups
{D, L1, L2, L3}
of sensor nodes (triangles).
Roman numerals: triangles that have
their edges defined by neighbouring (2)
I
sensor groups.
A
B
L#: edge lengths that are measured by
II
III
the sensor nodes.
C
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Piezoelectric transducers
Vs: speed of sound through string
Vc: speed of electromagnetic signals (=answer to
excitation( )) through string
ts: time between sending of sound signal and
excitation of target node
Vc>>Vs=> ToF (Time of Flight)
ts x Vs = distance between nodes

strain

b.)

(3)

Uout

Piezoelectric transducers
The change in strain of a string, that is stretched
between two nodes and that pulls on the piezoelectric
elements, results in a voltage change (Uout).

Biomechanical model:
Measures (e.g. upper arm length)
can be derived from the the data set
(1)
Surface mesh merged with adapted
(4)
biomechanical model gives surface
model of human body
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Conductive elastomer1:
Resistance (fibre length): 700 Ω/cm
Sensitivity (strain): 2kΩ/mm

Microcontroller2 that measures current (I/A=U/V)
Resistances that have an ADC port (V, 10x) connected,
are:
conductive elastomers (strips or fibres)
or:
d.)
slide resistances

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Unobtrusive
The sensor nodes will be very small, lightweight and
embedded in a suit of stretchable fabric
Automatic set up
Redundancy of nodes will enable the system to
adapt a biomechanical model to the wearer while
using the system
Accuracy
Sensor node location can be derived from
biomechanical model constraints and inter-nodal
distance measurements
Information processing
Distance measurements will be centrally collected
by a combination of (in-fabric) wired and wireless
methods
Calibration
Distance sensors do not suffer from drift and are
long term stable
Power management
Energy efficient methods and components will be
used and the option for energy harvesting explored

(2)

a.)

Data set requires biomechanical model
(3) for construction of surface model (4).
Surface mesh contains:
information about edge lengths,
information about what edges are
connected.

ts

SURFACE DEFORMATIONS

e.)
elastic strip

Surface deformations are measured
Basis for the derivation of body posture
Could be used against skin
movement artefactsA

photodiode
slides along

inelastic ribbon with
colour gradient

COMMUNICATION
possible communication setup for measurement method
I2C communication: distance measurements requested from
the sensor nodes
voltmeter node (measurement method c.)
SDA: serial data line
SLC: serial clock line
port 4 = ADC: analogue to digital converter
SDA
SLC
up to 112 nodes per I2C bus
VCC
1

bent leg

stretched leg

Shown: uniform mesh
Possible: non-uniform meshB

busses communicate with central
node, central node communicates
with peripherals (wireless)
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INCAS 3 is a research institute seeking to advance scientific and technological knowledge in the field of sensors and sensor systems, in collaboration with industry and the scientific community, leading to technological breakthroughs.
Sources:
1: C. Mattmann et al. “Recognizing Upper Body Postures using Textile Strain Sensors” IEEE 2007
2: ATMEL ATtiny5 UDFN; 2mm x 2mm x 0,6mm; 6-pins; with ADC

Notes:
A: movement of skin relative to underlying muscles, bones, etc. Important factor for for example
surface electromyography (sEMG) study during motion.
B: non-uniform mesh with fewer elements at areas with low contribution to posture information.
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